
GM3023 with double doors, louvre window and skylite, 
in Desertsand with Grey Friars roof and trim.

Custom design, off the shelf
Easy assembly

Superior quality that lasts



Why buy a Garden Master shed?

Roof styles

Flat roof
A simple, traditional design. Available 

in GMXX08 and GMXX11 models. Can be 

upgraded to sloping roof. No taller than 

a 6’ fence for discreet locating.

Sloping roof
Increased height at the front of the 

shed and water runs to the rear. 

Available in GMXX15 and GMXX18 

models. Can be upgraded to gable roof.

Gable roof
An asthetically pleasing style which 

is higher in the centre. Water runs to 

both sides of the shed. Available in 

GMXX23, GMXX30 and GMXX38.

Custom built
Garden Master sheds have the largest range of optional 

extras, colours and accessories available throughout the 

country. As our sheds are built right here in New Zealand 

we can customise your shed to suit almost any site or 

specifi cation. Simply fi ll out enclosed quotation form and 

fax or drop into your favourite retailer for pricing.

Buy New Zealand made
Garden Master Sheds have been 

made in New Zealand by our 

family business since 1974.

As a family we have made it 

our job to ensure you get 

the very best service and the 

right product at the right price. 

All our materials are sourced only from reputable suppliers 

and roll-formed in our own factory.

Satisfaction guaranteed
If any component of our shed fails – we will replace it!

Make sure your shed is built and secured 

to our instructions as a minimum. 

Warranty does not cover damage 

or loss through act of God. 

Ph 0800 807 433 for tips on high 

wind sites.

The “Easy-to-Assemble” shed

The Garden Master shed has become known New Zealand 

wide as the ‘EASY-TO-ASSEMBLE’ shed. In panel form most 

of our sheds are made up of only 4 

walls and the roof, and can be erected 

in only one hour! All you need is a 

drill, screwdriver or riveter and maybe 

an extra pair of hands. Step by step 

instructions will come with your shed 

along with all the screws or rivets to 

complete the job.

Built to last
Garden Master Sheds are made 

from high tensile steel, formed 

into a deep ribbed profi le. 

Closely spaced ribs with heavy

gauge channels form a strong panel that acts as a tension 

membrane when assembled, making extra frame work 

unnecessary. 34 years and much testing has proven that this 

simple system will withstand strong winds when anchored 

and assembled correctly.

Available in two fi nishes
Zincalume (Z/A): steel with a protective zinc and aluminium 

coating; or Colour: a heavier gauge zincalume with an 

additional protective paint fi nish (see colourchart).

Sheds available in two forms
Boxed: broken down into a fl at box for easy transportation, 

or Panel form: factory assembled into complete wall and 

roof panels for even quicker and easier assembly. 

See page 3 for details.
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Smooth CreamTitania

Karaka

Desertsand Ironsand

Mist Green Scoria Z/A plainRivergum

Grey Friars

Permanent Green

New Denim Blue
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Step 1: Boxed sheds only. Unpack and read the instructions. Have your tools on hand. Join the sheets to form the wall panels 

and fi x channels to top and bottoms. Bear in mind your door is already assembled and pre-hinged by our team. Complete all 

panels as per instructions and have them ready to erect your shed.

Step 2: Panel sheds start here! Now just join your corners.

Step 3: Slip the roof on.

Caution: Do not attempt in wet or windy conditions. Hand and foot protection must be worn. Make sure your shed is well 

secured to foundations (see fl oor plan).

Or phone 0800 80 SHED (0800 807 433) for your nearest installer.

Assembly couldn’t be easier

Mix and match your colours*
*Colours shown are reproduced as accurately as the limitations of 

the printing process allows.

Please ask your retailer to see a genuine coloursteel colour chart.

The boxed shed is delivered in smaller 

pieces to make handling and transport 

easier and more economical. The complete 

shed will come broken down in one 

cardboard box and in most cases a longer 

plastic wrapped channel pack. The boxed 

sheds are still very much an ‘easy to 

assemble’ package with the door being 

pre-assembled and pre-hinged. Our most 

popular size has only 26 main components 

and will be easily transported in most vans 

and some stationwagons. Comes complete 

with hardware and screws or rivets. 

Floor sold separately.

Panel Sheds
In panel form you will receive exactly the same shed as 

the boxed shed but the assembly will take approximately 

a quarter of the time. Our factory team has made it easy 

for you by assembling all the components into four walls 

and the roof (two sections for gable roof). Just join the 

corners and slip the roof on. 

In panel form the Garden Master Zincalume sheds are only 

available in the North Island as freighting the panels is 

very expensive and they can be easily damaged. Colour 

sheds are not generally sent out in panel form due to 

scratching in transit. If you are prepared to take the risk 

we can send colour sheds in panel form with a 20% 

loading for assembly and extra packaging. South Island 

pre-assembly persons are available.

Boxed Sheds

Boxed shed

It’s a simple job for two



Getting the shed you need
Choosing your Garden Master shed is a simple step 

by step process. Start by choosing the appropriate 

size – determined by available yard space and what 

you intend to store in it. This will also determine 

the need for single or double doors. Consider ease of 

access for larger objects such as ride-on mowers or 

cement mixers.

How to select your shed
Make your choice: 

 Shed size (pages 5 and 6)

 Colour (page 3)

 Roof type (page 2)

 Door type (see below and page 10)

 Door position (page 10)

 Flooring and foundations (see right)

 Accessories (page 10)

 Boxed or Panel form (page 3)

Security
The good old hinged door has been a strong point 

with Garden Master sheds for many years. No 

plastic rollers or sliders to wear out and drop off. All 

exposed rub points are double folded for your safety. 

Optional double doors provide a large 1550mm wide 

opening for easier access. All doors come fully braced 

and for added security we offer the GM Securi-door 

(a double padbolt door) and locking T-handle. They 

also have concealed hinges, meaning the door has to 

be opened before the hinges can be removed. Doors 

can be positioned almost anywhere on your shed 

(a small charge may apply to end walls or corners).

Zincalume
You can be assured your shed will be there to stay 

for the long haul. Zincalume has been tried and 

tested in NZ conditions and has proven to far exceed 

galvanised, particularly in coastal areas.

Colour 
At last, you can personalise your shed to suit 

your site. With our new ‘Mix & Match’ option you 

can customise the look of your shed to suit any 

landscape. Whether you prefer to have your shed 

all one colour, or mix roof and wall colours, we will 

accommodate to suit your tastes. Trim and door can 

also be coloured to match or contrast your shed. 

We have 11 of New Zealand’s most popular colours 

to choose from. So if your property has garden shed 

restrictions, we can fi t you out with a shed that will 

blend into your garden. (Colour sheds will only be 

available in Boxed form from most retailers, and are supplied with 

matching coloured rivets). Colour sheds are a heavier gauge steel.

Floors and Foundations
To help you get the best moisture resistant fl ooring for your shed, 

see page 7. This will help you to make sure your shed is properly 

secured using our innovative hold down systems. We suggest all 

sheds have a fl oor with extra hold down fi xings in windy areas. 

Wooden fl ooring is available as an optional extra.

Garden Master Codes
The numbers in our model codes refer to the shed size. 

For example: GM1508 is approximately 1.5m x 0.8m

GM2315 is approximately 2.3m x 1.5m

GM3030 is approximately 3.0m x 3.0m

GM3015 in Karaka with plain trim, double doors 

and skylite.

GM2315 in Titania with door change to corner. GM3830 i

door chan
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GM3838 with louvre window, double doors, 

GM securi-door and skylite.

n Zincalume with double doors and 

nge to end wall.

GM2315 with upgrade to gable roof and double 

doors. Shown in Titania with Permanent Green 

roof and trim.

GM3018 with double doors, extra door and 

door changes to end wall and corner. Shown in 

Desertsand with Ironsand roof and trim.
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 External
Model No. Base Size Area    Concrete 
    (mm) (m2)     Clamps

FLAT ROOF 1830mm high

GM1508 1530 x 785 1.19 6

GM2308 2280 x 785 1.78 6

GM1511 1530 x 1080 1.65 6

GM1811 1830 x 1080 1.98 6

GM2311 2280 x 1080 2.46 6

GM3011 3030 x 1080 3.27 8

LEAN-TO ROOF 1980mm high front sloping 

to 1830mm back

GM1515 1530 x 1530 2.34 8

GM1815 1830 x 1530 2.80 8

GM2315 2280 x 1530 3.49 8

GM3015 3030 x 1530 4.64 10

GM3815 3770 x 1530 5.77 12

GM1818 1830 x 1830 3.35 8

GM2318 2280 x 1830 4.17 8

GM3018 3030 x 1830 5.54 10

GM3818 3770 x 1830 6.90 12

GABLE ROOF 1830mm high front and back 

- Centre ridge height varies with width

GM2323 2280 x 2280 5.20 8

GM3023 3030 x 2280 6.91 10

GM3823 3770 x 2280 8.60 12

GM3030 3030 x 3030 9.18 12

GM3830 3770 x 3030 11.42 14

GM3838 3770 x 3770 14.21 16

Approximate footprint dimensions 

of common items housed in sheds

Lawnmower  750mm x 500mm

Lawnmower (handle up) 1500mm x 500mm

Adults pushbike 1700mm x 600mm 

Ladder  200mm x 500mm 

4 Burner BBQ 1500mm x 600mm

Wheelbarrow 1300mm x 500mm

Single kayak  3200mm x 750mm

GM30XX GM38XX Custom Size

Sheds can be cut at 
our factory to any rib 

(150mm intervals)

1.78m

GM23XX GM30XX Custom Size

Sheds can also be 
factory-cut to any rib 

(150mm intervals)

ORS

1.78m

1830mm

1980mm

Custom
size
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Garden Master Sheds  For colour options refer Q17 on page 8 and colour chart on page 3.

GM3815
Roof: Ironsand

Walls: Ironsand

Door: Ironsand

Trim: Ironsand (matching)

GM3818
Roof: Titania

Walls: Titania

Door: Titania

Trim: Desertsand

GM3823
Roof: Rivergum

Walls: Rivergum

Door: Rivergum

Trim: Rivergum (matching)

GM1508
Roof: Zincalume

Walls: Zincalume

Door: Zincalume

Trim: Zincalume (matching)

GM1511
Roof: Permanent Green

Walls: Permanent Green

Door: Permanent Green

Trim: Ironsand

GM1515
Roof: Mist Green

Walls: Mist Green

Door: Mist Green

Trim: Mist Green (matching)

GM1811
Roof: Rivergum

Walls: Rivergum

Door: Rivergum

Trim: Smooth Cream

GM1815
Roof: Grey Friars

Walls: Grey Friars

Door: Grey Friars

Trim: Grey Friars (matching)

GM1818
Roof: Karaka

Walls: Karaka

Door: Karaka

Trim: Karaka (matching)

GM2308
Roof: New Denim Blue

Walls: New Denim Blue

Door: New Denim Blue

Trim: New Denim Blue (matching)

GM2311
Roof: Desertsand

Walls: Desertsand

Door: Desertsand

Trim: Grey Friars

GM2315
Roof: Smooth Cream

Walls: Smooth Cream

Door: Smooth Cream

Trim: New Denim Blue

GM2318
Roof: Titania

Walls: Titania

Door: New Denim Blue

Trim: New Denim Blue

GM2323
Roof: Karaka

Walls: Mist Green

Door: Karaka

Trim: Karaka (matching)

GM3011
Roof: Scoria

Walls: Scoria

Door: Scoria

Trim: Smooth Cream

GM3015
Roof: Karaka

Walls: Karaka

Door: Karaka

Trim: Titania

GM3018
Roof: Desertsand

Walls: Desertsand

Door: Desertsand

Trim: Karaka

GM3023
Roof: Desertsand

Walls: Grey Friars

Door: Grey Friars

Trim: Desertsand

GM3030
Roof: Ironsand

Walls: Desertsand

Door: Desertsand

Trim: (matching)

GM3830
Roof: Grey Friars

Walls: Smooth Cream

Door: Smooth Cream

Trim: Grey Friars

GM3838
Roof: Ironsand

Walls: Rivergum

Door: Ironsand

Trim: Ironsand (matching)
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Recessed Concrete 
Floor Plan for specially 
poured concrete fl oors.
For existing concrete areas, see fl at fl oor 

clamp diagram on page 10.

Note: Dimensions are internal for fl ooring. See page 5 for shed 

size.

Boxing Diagram 20mm-25mm

(1'' x 1'')

Internal Dimensions

Shed

Recess

25mm

approx

20mm-25mm

8mm Bolt set into concrete

25mm

100mm

Approx 25mm 

recess around 

the outside

Width

Length

Kitset Wooden Floors supplied by Garden Master

Floor board

PEG FLOOR TO GROUND IN A WINDY AREA

Shed

Runner

GM1508 1485x740 1.19 0.12 6

GM2308 2235x740 1.78 0.18 6

GM1511 1485x1035 1.65 0.17 6

GM1811 1785x1035 1.98 0.20 6

GM2311 2235x1035 2.46 0.25 6

GM3011 2985x1035 3.27 0.33 8

GM1515 1485x1485 2.34 0.24 8

GM1815 1785x1485 2.80 0.28 8

GM2315 2235x1485 3.49 0.35 8

GM3015 2985x1485 4.64 0.47 10

GM3815 3720x1485 5.77 0.58 12

GM1818 1785x1785 3.35 0.34 8

GM2318 2235x1785 4.17 0.42 8

GM3018 2985x1785 5.54 0.56 10

GM3818 3720x1785 6.90 0.70 12

GM2323 2235x2235 5.20 0.53 8

GM3023 2985x2235 6.91 0.70 10

GM3823 3720x2235 8.60 0.87 12

GM3030 2985x2985 9.18 0.92 12

GM3830 3720x2985 11.42 1.15 14

GM3838 3720x3720 14.21 1.43 16

Model Internal Area Volume Clamps
  Dimensions m2 m3 req’d

Model Internal Area Volume Clamps
  Dimensions m2 m3 req’d

CONCRETE FLOOR CONCRETE FLOOR

Concrete fl oor volume is based on 100mm thick concrete fl oor. Clamps required is for recessed fl oors only. 

More clamps will be required for fl at fl oors and also in windy areas.

Every shed must have a fl oor
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1. What is the difference between boxed and panel sheds? 

Save yourself TIME & MONEY! See page 3 for details.

2. How long will it take to assemble?

This will depend on past experience. Generally 1/2 to 1 day 

for a boxed shed. Larger sheds allow more time but in panel 

form allow 1/4 of the time.

3. Can I have the door positioned wherever I like?

Yes! See page 4 and 10.

4. What fl ooring is best for my shed?

See pages 4 and 10 and fl oor plan on page 7. We highly 

recommend a concrete fl oor for windy sites.

5. How big is the door opening?

See page 4 and 10. Custom door sizes available. 

6. How long do I have to wait for my shed? 

We dispatch within 5 working days for standard Zincalume 

sheds and 10 working days for customised or Coloured sheds.

7. Can I have a sliding door?

No. Internal sliding doors take up wall space and external 

lack security. Hinged doors are a lot more trouble free.

8. Will my shed have a timber frame?

Garden Master sheds have a steel frame which forms 

a tension membrane once assembled correctly.  This 

eliminates the need for any extra framing. A timber frame 

can easily be fi tted, but we do not offer that option.

9. How do I fi t shelves or hang tools then?

See page 10 for our Shelf brackets and tool racks.

10. How do I get more light in my shed?

See page 10 for Skylite and window options.

11. Can I make my shed more secure?

Yes we have 2 options. See page 4 and 10.

12. What tools will I need?

You will need a battery drill and drill bits, screwdriver 

(riveter for colour sheds), tape measure, ladder and in most 

cases a helping hand. We also recommend hand and foot 

protection. Do not install in wet or windy conditions.

13. Do you offer an assembly service?

We do have approved assembly persons throughout NZ. 

Please ph 0800 807 433 for your nearest contact.

14. Will the package fi t in my car?

A boxed shed will fi t in a van or large wagon, but a panel 

shed will need a trailer.

15. I’m over 6 foot and I whack my head!

See pages 5 and 10 for extra wall height.

16. Will my shed come with a hold down kit?

See page 10 for hold down clamps. If you order a timber 

fl oor you will not need hold down clamps. They are for 

concrete fl oors only, so they are not included in your kit. We 

recommend pegging your wooden fl oor.

17. Can I have any size in any colour?

Yes. Any size can be ordered in any of our 12 NZ colours. You 

can also tell us which part of your shed you want in which 

colour. See page 3 for colour options.

18. Will my shed require any maintenance?

Our sheds are generally maintenance free, however if you 

are near the coast we suggest you wash your shed more 

often than your car. Particularly under the roof overhang 

where the rain can not get to.

19. Do I need a building consent?

If you are concerned, check with your local council, but in 

NZ you are not required to have a building consent for any 

building under 10 m2.

20. Can I peg my shed to the ground?

Every shed must have a fl oor. You can put a basic timber 

frame around the bottom and peg that to the ground, but 

we do not recommend this option.

21. Am I better to use screws or rivets?

Rivets are quicker and more permanent. But screws are fi ne. 

We supply screws with Zincalume sheds as most customers 

do not have a riveter, and you cannot get coloured screws. 

So we supply matching coloured rivets with the Colour sheds.

22. Why are colour sheds more expensive?

See page 4. Colour sheds are heavier gauge steel as well as 

providing extra protection on top of the Zincalume base steel.

23. What’s the difference between Zincalume and Colour?

Zincalume is iron coated with zinc and aluminium to protect 

the iron from rusting. The colour is applied over a series 

of primer coats on top of the zincalume, giving added 

protection. Recommended for coastal areas.

24. Can I change a fl at to a sloping roof? (or sloping to 

gable roof)

Yes. Sheds are upgradeable, at extra cost, to the next roof 

model. All fl at roof models are available with a slope roof, 

and all slope roof models 

are available with a fl at or 

gable roof. 

Note: You cannot get a 

fl at roof model with a 

gable roof, nor can you 

have a gable model with 

a fl at or sloping roof.

Frequently Asked Questions



Shelf brackets
Hangs up to three shelves, 300mm 

deep. These hang from the wall to 

allow maximum use of valuable fl oor 

space. (brackets only - shelving not 

included).

For further info 0800 80 SHED (0800 807 433) sales@gardenmastersheds.co.nz

Available options and accessories
You choose the features to suit your situation

Double Doors
For easy access giving 1550mm wide opening. Standard single door is 755mm. 

Door change - can be positioned to suit. Corner or end wall will cost a 

little extra.

Floors

Skylite roof sheet
For added light when working in 

your shed.

Extra wall height
Adds 150mm to overall shed height. 

Useful if you are tall or for longer objects.

Tool racks
6 racks and 2 wallstrips. Keep those 

tools off the fl oor!

GM Securi-door
Double padbolt for added security.

Locking T-Handle
Great for extra security and good looks. 

Can be keyed alike.

Cabin hook
For holding door open, or in some 

cases closed.

Louvre window
5 Blade louvre window for extra 

ventilation. Glass not included. 

Fixed window also available.

Flat fl oor clamp

For existing fl at concreted areas 

using dyna-bolts. (Bolts need to be 

ordered separately).

Recessed fl oor clamps

For specially poured concrete 

fl oors. We recommend the recessed 

concrete fl oor system as it provides 

greater protection from wind lift and 

moisture entering under your shed. 

(Pre-bent bolts available separately).

Every shed needs a fl oor. We offer kitset wooden 

fl oors for all sizes of shed. All timber is treated 

to sit directly on the ground. Wooden fl oors will 

need pegging into the ground in windy areas.

Garden Master Sheds
PO Box 14175, Mayfair, Hastings, New Zealand

Telephone 06 878 5754 

Fax 06 878 5758

Supplied by Storetech Industries Ltd

Optional extras and 
add-ons must be 
specifi ed when ordering.

My favourite retailer is:
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See page 7 for 

instructions.

EMAIL mick@kitset.co.nz PH 0211136925


